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the possum freeway, model hb2000b, is a portable environmental control unit designed for use by individuals with mobility or severe physical disabilities or spinal cord injury. this unit provides simple remote control of domestic appliances such as tv, video, stereo, lights, lamps, power
sockets, alarms, intercoms, door, window and curtain openers, loud speaking telephones, and pagers. the unit has a large backlit scanning display with the option of icons or text. functions can be changed by slower speeds or reversed. multilingual user control languages are available in
spanish, french, italian, german, and portuguese. the mr beezo mixmaster is a portable electronic mixing board, designed for use by individuals with fine motor or other motor and communication disabilities or visual disabilities. this unit was designed to be used by those who often are

unsure of how to operate mixer faders and knobs and may actually be using headphones or a television remote control instead of the board. the unit has a large lcd display with 4 digital output b the assistive technology fund provides grants to medical supply manufacturers, technology
developers, and consumer products companies to invent and develop new assistive technology products, to improve existing assistive technology products, or to enhance the accessibility of products, products, and services. the content of this website does not represent an endorsement of

the products or services of these private companies. the products and services of the grantees are intended solely for the assistive technology community.
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